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Abstract: We consider limit periodic continued fractions 
b0+~l [  + . . .  +~+. . .  
where lira, ~ ~a,  = a is finite and not on the ray ( -  oo, - ¼] of the negative real axis. 
Using related properties of continued fractions we obtain the T+m process considered by Gray and Clark, and, the 
process considered by W.J. Thron and H. Waadeland. 
It follows the possibility of choosing the best process, according to the convergence behaviour of the sequences 
(a.). 
1. Introduction 
where, 
Let 
We consider limit periodic continued fractions, 
c=bo+~-+-~-+. . .  
b 0, a n, n = 1,.. .  are complex numbers. 
(1) 
an [ 
C.=bo+ + . . .  + i-- T- 
be the n th convergent. 
It is well known, that C. may be computed by 
C.=AJB., A.=A._I +a.A._=, Bn=B._a +a.B._ 2, 
A o=wo, A_ 1=1, B o=1, B_ 1=0. 
The sequence {a.  } will be assumed to have a finite limit a, which is not on the ray ( - oc, - ¼] 
of the negative real axis. 
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2. Preliminary 
It is known [1,13] that the continued fraction (1) may equivalently be written in the form 
glall glg2al]  gn - lg .an  I = - - + - - + . . .  + +. . .  
c b0+ [gl Ig2 Ig, 
where g, :~ 0, n = 1, 2 , . . . .  
The nth convergent is then C, = A',/B" where 
A' ,=g l . . .g ,A ,  and B~=gl . . .g ,B , .  
(2) 
Theorem 1. A sequence ( g, } such that B" = 1 for all n exists if and only if B, 4= O, n = 1 , . . . .  In 
this case the g, are given by 
gl = 1, 
g,+, = 1/(1 + a,+lg,) ,  n = 1, 2 , . . . .  (3) 
Proof. The result follows by simple induction. [] 
Henceforth, we assume B, :~ 0 for all n. The continued fraction may be written as follows: 
- 1-g , I  all 1 g2L+ .. .  + _ _  
c=b°+ ~ + Ig2 Ig, 
The successive convergents are then computed by 
Cn+2=g,+zC,+l(1-g,+2)C, ,  
Co = bo, gl = 1, 
C1 = bo + al, gn+2 = 1/(1 + an+2g,+l). 
It follows from (4) that 
g. + 1 = 1 + AC./AC._ 1. 
. . .  . 
n- -0,  1 , . . . .  
(4) 
(5) 
3. Acceleration 
Inspired by the formula in (4) for computing (C, }, it is natural to try some other sequence 
( w, } instead of ( gn }. 
Let 
T, = WnC,+ 1 + (1 - w,)C~. (6) 
The transformation (6) is a so-called rank-two composite transformation asdefined by Brezinski 
in [2]. Obviously, 
T~ = c ** w,  = -G /AC,  = 1/(1 - G+l/en) 
where G = C, - c. 
Such a choice of w, is impossible in practice since it involves the knowledge of c. 
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Let us study some practical choices of wn, so that T, converges to c, and faster than G. 
(a) Assume, l imn_~a . =a exists and a t  ( -~v , -  ¼]. This condition is equivalent to 
lira n_~ ~en+a/e . = r exists and I r b < 1, as it is shown in [3], see also [8]. 
Thus lim n .  -e , /A  G=l / (1 - r ) .  One may take w~=l / (1 - r ) ,  n=0,1 , . . . .  A simple 
computation shows that, limn ~(T , -  c ) /G  = O. 
(b) An other choice: It is clear that 
e. = - Y'~ AC~+]. 
j=O 
Let p ~ ~ *, and take as an approximation of en, the quantity, 
p-1  
< =-  E A<+j. 
j=0 
This leads to take 
w n = 1/(1 - Yn+,/~,) = (C,+p - C~) / (ACn - ACn+p). 
Since w n depends on p we replace T, in (6) by TIP). We get, 
c.+p - cn G+I - cn+p+l 
T"(P) : AC , , -  AC.+p C"+I + AC. - AC.+p Cn' 
or equivalently, 
T,(p) : G+pG+l -  G+e+lG,  
aG - 
or else, 
AC~- AC.+p (7) 
This is exactly the T+p transformation defined by Gray and Clark in [4], and studied in the 
case of some monotone sequences by Streit in [5]. Of course T} 1) is the A2-process applied to the 
sequence {Cn }. 
To study the convergence behaviour of T (p) we shall need some properties. 
Let g = l im, _,~gn. From (5) g = r + 1 follows. 
Lemma 1. (i) l im, ~(an+ 1 - a) / (g  n - g)  = a exists if  and only if lim n -~(gn+l  - g) / (g ,  - g) = 
fl exists. 
(ii) I f  a exists then, l im, _~(a ,+ 1 - a) / (  a n - a)  = X exists and, fi = X if a 4: 0; fl = r i f  a = O. 
Moreover a = (r  - 8) / (1  + r) 3. 
Proof. It follows from (3) that gn+l + gngn+lan+l = 1. Let g, = g +/3 n and an = a + X n. Simple 
computation gives, 
(1 + gan+a)~n+l/fl n + g2~n+l/fln + (g + fln+l)an+ 1=0.  
Now l im~_~(1 + ga,,+l ) = 1 /g ,  g 4= 0 because a is finite, the assertion (i) is then clear. From 
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this, the last assertions follow immediately. Now ~n+l/~n = (Xn+l/f i . ) ( f ln/ f i ._ l ) ( f l ._ l /X.) .  
Hence X = /3 if a 4= 0. [] 
Theorem 2. I f  a ~ ( -  oo, - J] and a 4= O, then, 
(i) lim (T. (p) - c)/en+k = O, k = O, 1 , . . . .  
t / - '~  O0 
Moreover if, l im n ~ o~( a.  + 1 
(ii) lim AT(P) /AT(P)  ..~an+ l/~.aan 
n----~ O0 
(iii) lim AT_(P)/AT. (p) n+l/ n 
n- -~ O0 
where 
a) / (g .  - g) = a exists, then 
=r)~ i fa - - / :Oand IA l~ l ,  
=r  2 i fa  = O, 
)~= lim (a .+ l -a ) / (a . -a ) .  
n ---~ O0 
Proof. (i) We easily get, 
T. (p) - c en+p en+a/G - e.+p+ l /G+p 
e.+ k e.+ k en+a/G-  1 - e.+p.+a/G + en+p/G " 
Now, l im. __, o~e n+ 1/e.  = r, [ r[ 4:1 and r 4:0 because a is finite and a ~ - ¼ and a v~ 0, see 
[8,3]. 
(ii) Using (7), simple computations give 
ACn ACn .+p .1.1 - ACn -t-1 ACn +p 
AT(P)= ( G+p+i - G+I) ( ACnn~_ ~~-C~+l  Z ~C-~+p+I) • 
aT.<" G+p+,- aC.+  
arLq G+p- c. 
This leads to 
1 AC~+P-1 /3n +p+2 1 
AC.-a K+2 K+2 
AC.+I AG+p+I  ~+p+l  1 K+I  
aG aG K+l 
[ fl [ 4:1 because [ ~ [ ~ 1. When n tends to infinity we get rfl. Using Lemma I the assertions (ii) 
and (iii) follow. [] 
We remark that ~ may be equal to - 1, provided that p is odd. On the other hand, the results 
of Theorem 2 are conditioned by the existence of a. Obviously, in the case where a n = a for all 
n, we have a = 0 and interesting properties may be brought out as shown by Brezinski and 
Lembarki n [6], see also [11,12]. 
We shall now give a sufficient condition to assertain the existence of a. 
For this we shall make use of the 
[,emma 2. if ,  l im. ~o~(a.+l - a) / (a .  - a) = ~ exists and I~1 ~= 1. Then, l im. __.o~(a.+a - a) / (g .  
-g )  exists if and only if l im._.o~Aa.+i/Ag, exists. When they exist, the two limits are equal. 
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Proof .  It follows from (3) that 
Aa.+ 1 = [Ag . (g .+ 2 -  
Thus, 
1)  - -  Ag~+l ] / (gng~+lgn+2) .  
Aan+ 1 1 { ~+1 f ln+2/ f l .+ l  - -  1 
dX g~ -- g. g. + l g. + 2 ~ gn + 2 -- 1 -  -~. f in+l/f in-- 1 
where fin = g. - g- 
Assume first that l im,  +oo(an+l  --  a) / (g , ,  - g) exists. Using Lemma 1, fi will exist and fl 4= 1, 
because )t ¢ 1. It follows that l im,__.~Aa,,+l/Ag n = a. Conversely, if l im~_,~Aa,,+l /Ag, ,  exists, 
then, l im, ,~Af i , ,+ l /A f ln  = p exists and t Pl 4= 1 because [X[ ~ 1. Hence lim,__.~fln+l/fi,, = O 
[7, Theor&me 1]. 
Now from the Proof of Lemma 1, we have 
g2(~kn+l/~n+l ) -{- (1 + ga,,+1),8,,+~/,8,, + gn+lan+x=O, 
which gives, 
lim (X .+, /X . )  = a. [] 
n ---+ ~ 
Lemma 3. Let { d.  } be a sequence of complex numbers, and lim._~ ~dn = d, 
may be infinity. 
Define a sequence { R .  } as 
R o = 1, Rn+ 1 = d .+ lR  n + 1. 
Then, 
(i) lim~_+ ~R.  = 1/(1 - d)  if I d [ < 1, and 
(ii) l im. _~ I Rn ] = m or l im n_. ~R n = 1/(1 - d)  if [dl > 1. 
]d [=g l  and [d t 
Proof. We have 
Rn+ 1 = 1 +dn+ 1 + dn+ld  n + • . . +dn+ld  n • • • d 1. 
Using [7, lemme 3, p. 223] the first assertion follows. 
Now, assume [d I > 1. No restriction is made to assume dn ~ 0, n -- 1, 2 , . . . .  Let, ~'i = 1/d i .  
Then, 
Rn+l  = [1 + Ya + "~1]/2 -{- " ' "  +] /1r2  " ' "  Tn+l ] / ( '~ l  " ' "  "~n+l)"  
Let S, = 1 + ~'1 + " " • +~'1 " " " Y~- Then, AS JAS~_  1 = ~'n+l and lim n --,~7~ = ~', I~'[ < 1. Hence, 
l im,  _~ ~S~ = S exists. 
- If S 4= 0, then lim n_+ ~ [R~ ] = m. 
- If S = 0, since I~'t < 1, then limn +~S, ,+ I /S ,  = Y [7, p. 218]. 
Hence 
lim S,/(7~ ""  r , )  = lim "~n+l/(&+l/Sn- 1) =v/ (v -  1) where ~,= 1/a .  [] 
n- -+ OO Vt ---+ QQ 
Remarks. (i) Lemma 3 is true even if R o =g 1, one may replace d x by d lR  o. 
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(ii) It is easy to see that if [d I > 2 we have lim n +o~ [Rn [ = oo. But if 1 < [d[  ~ 2 the two 
cases S -- 0 and S v~ 0 are possible. To see this, one may take d n = - 2, n -- 2, 3 , . . . ,  then S -- 0 
iff d I 2 
- -  3"  
We are now ready to prove the existence of a. 
Theorem 3. / f  lim n_,oo(an+l - -  a) / (a  n - a)  = exists, IX l 4= 1 and I x I =~ I r l .  Then,  
lim n __,oo(an+l - a) / (g  n - g)  = a exists. 
Proof.  Since IX [ 4= 1, using Lemma 2, it is sufficient to show the convergence of Aan+l /Agn .  It 
fol lows from (3) that, Ag n = -gn(gnan+l  - gn_ lan) / (1  + gnan+a). Thus, 
(1 + gnan+l)  Aan+ 1 1 
Aan+l /Agn  = -- 
gn Aan gn(an+l -a ) -gn_ l (an -a )  Agn_ 1 + a - -  
Aa n Aa n 
Let 
kn= -Aan+l ( l  + gnan+l ) /gn(gn(an+l  - a ) -  gn_ l (an - -  a ) ) ,  
vn=a Aan/ [gn(an+l -a ) -gn_ l (an -a ) ] ,  Aan+l /Agn=knSn+ 1. 
We thus obtain, S~+ 1 = 1/ (1  + vn/kn_aS~).  The denominator  of S,+ 1 is 
l +vn/kn_  l +Onvn_ l / (kn_ lkn_2)  + . . .  +tOn ' ' '  V l / (kn_ l  . . .  ko ) .  
Now lim n _ ,~vn/kn_  1 = r /X  where r = g - 1. Lemma 3 ends the proof. [] 
Now,  we shall study how T~ (p) depends on p. Let £n+1 = en+l /en  -- r and fin = gn -- g. 
Lemma 4. I f  l im, __+~•n+ l/Cn : ¢. exists then lim n ~¢J~n+ l/l~n : 18 exists and • = ft. 
Proof.  If follows from (4) that •n+l ( r  + •n)  - -  •n  = f in+l (  r - -  1 + en). Simple computat ion gives 
limn ~f l , ,+ l / f ln  = C, because [r•[ < 1. [] 
Theorem 4. f f  l imn__.~%+1/% = c exists and e ~ 1 then, 
r (p+I )  - c 1 - -  r p 1 - -  (p+l  
(i) lim =r .  
n--,oo T (p )  - c 1 -- r p+I 1 - e p ' 
r (p) - c 1 - r 1 -- e p (ii) lim _ rp -  1 .  _ _  
n--+ oo T (1 )  - -  C 1 - -  r p 1 - e 
Proof. Using (7) and after some computations, we get, 
T~ (p+I ) -  c G+l /e , -  G+p+2/G+p+l  e,+p+l 
Tn (p) - C en+l /e  n - en+p+l /en+ p en+p 
1 - aG+ /aG 
1 - ACn+p+: /AC n ' 
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which tends to 
1 - {~p+l 1 - -  r p 
• r • 
1 - e p 1 - r p+I  " 
The second assertion is trivially obtained by writing 
c _ c . . .  _ _ r 7  - c [ ]  
T (1) - -  C Z (p - l )  - C rn  (1) - -  C 
Now let us consider the usual modification of the continued fraction, S~(Xl) as studied in [8] 
and [91. 
The sequence {Sn(Xl)} may be obtained from (6) by taking 
w,= 1/(1 + gn+a(1- -g ) /g )  
where g = r + 1 as defined before. Thus 
Sn+l (X l )  = (Cn+l -I- g'g.+lC.)/(1 + g 'g .+ l )  
where g'  = (1 - g)/g. 
Let us compare T. (p) to S.+l(Xl) and to S.+p+l(Xl). 
Theorem 5. Let l im. .~%+~/% = E exists. We have, 
Tn (p) - c = ~trp " 1 - r 2 1 - X p 
(i) ,--,~lim S~+l(Xl) - c r-----ZX 1 - r p 
(ii) 
Moreover ,  
(iii) 
(iv) 
lim Sn+I(X l ) - -C=o i f  oL=O.  
n --, oo T ( p ) - c 
lim T, (p) - c _ 1 1 -- r 2 1 -- ~t p 
n--+ ~ Sn+p+l (X l )  - c )k p-1 r -- )t 1 - r p 
l im S"+p+l(Xl)-C =o if a=O or X=O. 
n --, ~ rn  ( p ) - -  C 
/ fa+O;  
if a=O and X ¢ O; 
Proof. We may easily obtain [en+ lr n+lJ, r+,]fe +lJenen+ + Jen+ 1 
S.~ l (X~-C  = e-~ heT/~-h~e.+-p/-e ~ l e .+ l /e . - rgn+l / ( r+ l )  
the first part in brackets tends to - rP / (1  - rP). 
Using (3), the second part in brackets tends to ~. (r 2 -  1 ) (1 -  C)/(r-c). Lemma 1 and 
Lemma 4 end the proof of (i) and (ii). We proceed in the same way to prove (iii) and (iv). [] 
Remarks. (i) The proof of Theorem 5 depends upon the existence of lim n ~%+1/%,  which is a 
special case. 
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(ii) Theorem 5 shows that if a = 0 then (S . (x l ) )  converges more rapidly than (TiP)}.  This 
case may be illustrated by taking a periodic continued fraction 
a] a] 
c= l+T i -+-~-+""  . 
It is easy to see that S,(Xl) = c for all n. But T (1) = C2,+3 as it is shown in [6]. On the other 
hand, if a 4= 0 and }~ = 0 or h = 1, T (p) converges more rapidly. Conversely, if a 4= 0 and h = 0, 
S,,+p+l(Xl) is then the faster. In the other cases the two methods converge nearly in the same 
manner. 
(iii) Computing S, +p + l(Xl) does not need to knowledge of the convergents. In fact, S, +p + 1 (x l )  
may be computed using the backward recurrence algorithm with x~, which needs the same 
operations as C,+p+ 1, for this see [10, p. 26]. This is not the case for T (p). 
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